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Abstract: Scheduling for timetabling is one of the challenges faced by most Universities in developing 

countries. In this research work, consideration is made in developing of a scheduling algorithm capable of 

providing solution to a timetabling problem in Universities. Hence, a practical approach is created by 

incorporating Local Search Procedures into Constraints Programming for generating lecture timetable which 

was tested on some universities timetabling problems and was found to provide a better solution than most 

existing methods. 
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I. Introduction 
University timetabling problem is a constraint satisfaction problem mostly created manually in many 

institutions due to its inherent difficulties of finding a solution that does not violate a set of given constraints. A 

diverse variety of university timetabling problems exist, but three main categories have been identified: school, 

examination and course timetabling [9, 8, 1] respectively. 

Timetabling problem belongs to the NP-hard class combinational optimization problem whereby its 

computational time grows exponentially with an increase in the number of variables involved [5].  Different 

methods have been proposed ranging from Local Search Procedures [9] to Constraint Programming [1]. 

Although the Local Search Procedures are good for optimizing initial feasible solution, its major setback is it 

does not take into consideration hard constraints and especially finding an initial feasible solution. Constraint 

Programming which has the advantage of identifying initial feasible solution does not consider weak constraints 

hence creates a possible problem of improving the initial feasible solution. A blend of Local Search Procedure 

and Constraint Programming have the advantage of being more efficient in terms of taking into consideration 

both strong and weak constraints, finding and modifying an initial feasible solution to overcome the initial 

setbacks of Local Search Procedure or Constraint Programming when used alone.  

 

II. Review of Literatures 
Timetabling problem comes up every year in educational institutions, which has been solved by 

leveraging human resource for a long time. The problem is a special version of the optimization problems; it is 

computationally NP-hard [5]. As a result, only the major inevitable conditions can be considered during the 

manual arrangement process. However the manual process takes into account soft constraints whereas 

automated system might not consider them. This is a major shortcoming of automated systems, wherein they 

don’t give due importance to human feelings. If we want to have a system which works like humans, it would be 

necessary to make it aware of the soft constraints of humans. Hence we propose a method to add this aspect in 

the timetable generation to achieve an artificial intelligent computer system more close to human. We propose to 

use a mechanism to mine rules which can later be incorporated in the automated system to draw its attention to 

the soft constraints. 

A number of efforts have explored how to reap better performing timetables such as University 

Timetabling [1, 8, 9, 7], Examination Timetabling [2], and UniTime [3] respectively. Furthermore, there exist 

many problem solving methods, which usually use the concepts of standard optimization algorithms such as 

Backtracking, Evolutionary Algorithms or Constraint Logic Programming [4, 5, 6].  

 

III. Methodology 
The algorithm is the main component of our research which generates the HTML format as an output. 

Various inputs from the user are required, such as lectures details, course details, the semester, lecture venues 

and their capacities, working days and timeslots as well as various rules (Constraints), which are stored in an 

XML format and serves as an input to our Timetable Generator Algorithm as shown in fig.1. 
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Figure 1: E-R Diagram for Timetabling Data Source  

 

Packages: Packaging allowed us to break up the many large number of objects into related groupings to provide 

scope and division to classes and interfaces.  

 

IV. Use Case Diagram 
A use case is made up of a set of scenarios (such as: Login, Data Management, Rules settings etc.).  Each 

scenario is a sequence of steps that encompass an interaction between a user and a system.  

 

 
Figure 2: Use Case Diagram for Timetabling Scheduling 

 

V. Timetable Generating Algorithm 
The algorithm considers the entries in the requirement matrix one after the other allocating to each a 

suitable lecture hour. During activity generation, if an allocation has been made at a certain time t1 for venue v1 

and lecture j1, then one is subtracted from the integer in row k and column v1 of the current requirement matrix, 

the current lecturer availability matrix is marked true at row j1 and column t1 and the value of j1 is inserted at a 

point on the kth row and the gth column of the activity matrix. This process is illustrated in fig.3 below.  

The algorithm performs four basic operations. These include,  
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1. Initiate storage matrices  

2. Perform allocation by checking resource availability  

3. Checks If any resource exist  

4. Else it places the activity at current timeslot and day.  

 

 
Figure 3: Timetabling Main Pseudo code  

 

VI. Results 

 
Figure 3: The Home Screen View 

 

The table below shows a sampled generated timetable using the algorithm developed, compilation took 

approximately 5 seconds. Execution time varies considerably with the difficulty of finding a possible feasible 

solution.     
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Table 1: A generated timetable 

 

The generated timetable has different views for easy access to a particular view, ranging from lecturer view, 

students view, lecture hall view and the general view.  

 

VII. Conclusion 
In this paper, a presentation is made of a blend of Constraint Programming and Local Search 

Procedures for the solution of timetabling problems. The aim was to create an algorithm capable of generating 

an initial feasible solution whilst taking into consideration both weak and strong constraints for generating 

universities timetable. The timetables generated are in HTML/PDF formats which can be easily uploaded to the 

school’s website. The proposed blend of Constraints Programming and Local Search Procedures were also 

found to perform better than most existing methods in terms of considering weak and strong constraints 

respectively. 
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